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Here Are Some Questions for You….Do you want to start a blog with fewer hassles?Are you

struggling to gain traction with your blog?Are your blog pages dead in the water the moment

you click “publish”?Do you find your dreams of making money online with your blog ever so

elusive?Wix Blog: How to Start a Blog with Wix Website Builder for Free and Make Money

Blogging by Creating SEO Optimized Content to Drive Traffic to Your Ecommerce Website (Get

Found on Google FAST!)In this book you have all of your questions about blogs and blogging

answered with the help of Wix Blogging tools and website builder. This takes care of all the

technical aspects of creating your blog and shows you just how easy and simple it can be.You

don’t have to outsource your blog creation or your website building if you don’t want to. With

Wix, you can do these all by yourself with zero cash out of pocket.The ultimate step-by-step

guide with screenshotsA companion guide to my 2 earlier releases:Wix: Wix Website Design &

Logo Maker the Ultimate Complete Guide to Create Professional Websites Optimized for SEO

the Easy Way & Get Your Business Online Fast (Site Builder with Screenshots)WIX SEO: What

is SEO? A Complete Step-By-Step SEO Playbook for Wix Site Builder Get Your Website Found

on Google ASAP (Get More Organic Traffic)If you are planning on starting an online business,

these 2 books above and this one you are reading about ( Wix Blog) is all you need to get you

started with the Wix platform and all its tools at your disposal.You don’t thousands of dollars to

start an online business that makes you money. You can start a blog for less than $100 or you

can start for free without any upfront cost, Wix got you covered.It doesn’t matter if you’re brand

new to this or if you’ve tried for years without seeing success.Wix not only has the best SEO,

but it also has the best blogging features among all website builders that’s a fact. The folks at

Wix made sure that each of their users can easily make the most out of the technology they

have built, with no prior knowledge of SEO or any technical knowledge. That’s where Wix

blogging and SEO Wiz steps in; a free and complete tool to help you build, optimize your

website, and drive traffic to your marketing and eCommerce pages. Here are the wonderful

benefits it has to offer:1- Blogs help drive traffic to your website and business2- You can

repurpose blog content for social media3. It helps convert traffic into leads 4. It drives long-term

results5. Blogging helps with link building 6. It drives long-term results7. It helps you share

company newsImagine what you could do with an extra $1000 or even $2000 a month.Do you

think it can make your life a little bit easier? I bet it can.You can finally start paying off that

student loan that has been a drag on you for years.You now will be able to send your kid to that

daycare and have some free time to build your online business faster.In this book you will

learn:Why do people still read blogs today?Why do you need a blog in this mobile age?The #1

Rule of bloggingWhy a Wix Blog?Benefits of Wix BlogPick Your Niche and blog name on

WixWeb hosting with WixHow to generate trafficGood practices for a successful blog12 Ways

to Get More Out of Your Blog Aside from Just Increasing Content VolumeHow Often Should

You Blog?How To Monetize a BlogBlogging Tool. And so much more!Do you want to start

building an SEO optimizing Blog and make more money?Scroll up and click the BUY NOW

BUTTON and get Blogging and Ranking ASAP!

"The beginning of a Harry Potter-esque series for those who prefer gross-out horror to magical

whimsy." - Kirkus Reviews"A creepy debut that manages to mix Addams family with Lemony

Snicketts and provides a terrific read at the same time, Allen Houston marks himself out with



Nightfall Gardens and will be sure to gain new fans as word spreads about this trilogy." -

Fantasy Book Critic"The author creates such an amazing spooky and gothic atmosphere full of

all sorts of mythical and fairy-tale creatures." - Scarlet's WebAbout the AuthorAbout the Author

Allen Houston is a native Oklahoman who has lived in Japan and Indonesia. He has worked as

a journalist at the Dallas Morning News and New York Post. He’s currently city editor for Metro

New York. Allen lives in Brooklyn with his wife, daughter and a menagerie of animals. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.
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WIX BLOGHow To Start Blog A With Wix Website Builder For Free and Make Money Blogging

By Creating SEO Optimized Content To Drive Traffic To Your Ecommerce Website (Get Found

On Google FAST!)ByPatrick EjekeGet Wix Website Design & Wix SEO Books for FREE!

ORORBuilding your site is not enough. Creating graphics for marketing and promoting your site

is crucial to your success. That’s where Canva comes in. This is a nice complement to your Wix

Website.ORThis is My Way of Saying Thank You. You’ll Also Get These Fast Action

Bonuses… Fast Action Bonus #1 – TikTok Marketing - Cheat Sheet (Valued at $27)This cheat

sheet is a handy checklist that makes it easy to get started.It breaks up the entire guide into

easy-to-follow steps so that you can make sure you have all the highlights of everything

covered inside right at your fingertips.Fast Action Bonus #2 – TikTok Marketing - Mind Map

(Valued at $17)Some people learn better by looking at a mind map. The mind map gives you

an overview of everything covered inside the guide. You can also print it out for quick reference

anytime you need it!Fast Action Bonus #3 – TikTok Marketing - Resource Guide (Valued at

$17)The Resource Guide gives you a quick point of reference to all of the resources mentioned

throughout the guide.This is my way of saying thank you to you for buying this book. To get the

bonus, click the link below to download the pdf and enjoy!Copyright 2021 - All Rights Reserved

– Patrick EjekeThis document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in

regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher

is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If

advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be

ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a

Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and

Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document

in either electronic means or printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited

and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission from the

publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and

consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of

any policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of

the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held

against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information

herein, either directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the

publisher.The information herein is offered for informational purposes solely and is universal as

so. The presentation of the information is without a contract or any type of guarantee

assurance.The trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the

trademark is without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands

within this book are for clarifying purposes only and are owned by the owners themselves, not

affiliated with this document.Table of ContentsIntroductionDO PEOPLE STILL READ BLOGS?

Why Do You Need A Blog In This Mobile Age?Blogging DefinedWhy A Wix Blog?About The

Wix BlogGetting Started With Your Wix BlogOk Let’s Get Technical On WIXAdding and Setting

Up Your WIX BlogSelecting Layouts for the All Posts Feed and Category PagesStretching Your

Blog Feed to Full WidthDesigning Your BlogCreating Blog CategoriesAssigning a Category to

a PostDeleting a Blog CategoryAdding and Setting Up a Post ListDisplaying Different Blog

Categories on Different Site PagesAdding a "Recent Posts" Element to Your BlogAccessing the

Post Page in Your BlogCustomizing the Look of Your Blog Post PageWriting Posts in Wix

BlogAdding a Cover Image to a Blog PostAdding Hashtags to Blog PostsDuplicating a Blog



PostAdding Writers and Editors in Wix BlogAdding a Blog Writer ProfileAdding a Sidebar to the

Blog Post PageEditing a Blog Post Using the Blog Post SidebarShowing or Hiding the Blog

MenuManaging Your Blog On a Mobile DeviceScheduling Blog PostsSharing a Blog Post on

Social MediaUploading Files in Wix BlogAdding a Gallery to a Blog PostMarking Blog Posts as

"Featured" Using the Wix Owner AppChanging Blog Post Text Sizes for MobileSEO for Blog

PostsAdding Structured Data Markup to Wix BlogAdding AMP to Wix BlogCreating Blog Post

SubscriptionsAccepting Payments on Your Wix SiteEnabling or Disabling a Payment Method

on Your CheckoutSending an Email Marketing Campaign for a Blog PostAdding A Members

AreaUsing the Members Area in Wix BlogTranslating Your Blog with Wix MultilingualAdding

and Setting Up Wix MultilingualImporting Blog Posts from WordPress to the Wix Blog12 Ways

to Get More Out of Your Blog Aside from Just Increasing Content VolumeHow Often Should

You Blog?How To Monetize A BlogBlogging ToolsDid You Enjoy This Book?Please Leave A

ReviewIntroductionDo you want to start a blog with fewer hassles?Are you struggling to gain

traction with your blog?Are your blog pages dead in the water the moment you click “publish”?

Do you find your dreams of making money online with your blog ever so elusive?Then Wix

Blog is right for you.In this book you have all of your questions about blogs and blogging

answered with the help of Wix Blogging tools and website builder. This takes care of all the

technical aspects of creating your blog and shows you just how easy and simple it can be.You

don’t have to outsource your blog creation or your website building if you don’t want to. With

Wix, you can do these all by yourself with zero cash out of pocket. The ultimate step-by-step

guide with screenshotsA companion guide to my 2 earlier releases:If you are planning on

starting an online business, these 2 books above and this one you are reading about ( Wix

Blog) is all you need to get you started with the Wix platform and all its tools at your

disposal.You don’t thousands of dollars to start an online business that makes you money. You

can start a blog for less a $100 or you can start for free without any upfront cost, Wix got you

covered.It doesn’t matter if you’re brand new to this or if you’ve tried for years without seeing

success.Wix not only has the best SEO, but it also has the best blogging features among all

website builders that’s a fact. The folks at Wix made sure that each of their users can easily

make the most out of the technology they have built, with no prior knowledge of SEO or any

technical knowledge. That’s where Wix blogging and SEO Wiz steps in; a free and complete

tool to help you build, optimize your website, and drive traffic to your marketing and

eCommerce pages. Here are the wonderful benefits it has to offer:1- Blogs help drive traffic to

your website and business2- You can repurpose blog content for social media3. It helps

convert traffic into leads4. It drives long-term results5. Blogging helps with link building6. It

drives long-term results7. It helps you share company newsImagine what you could do with an

extra $1000 or even $2000 a month.Do you think it can make your life a little bit easier? I bet it

can.You can finally start paying off that student loan that has been a drag on you for years.You

now will be able to send your kid to that daycare and have some free time to build your online

business faster.In this book you will learn:Why do people still read blogs today?Why do you

need a blog in this mobile age?The #1 Rule of bloggingWhy a Wix Blog?Benefits of Wix

BlogPick Your Niche and blog name on WixWeb hosting with WixHow to generate trafficGood

practices for a successful bloghas them all and more!Create a Blog Worth SharingBring your

ideas to life by writing and managing your blog whenever inspiration strikes, on your desktop,

or while you are on the go.Build a Successful BlogCreate a free blog to share your ideas and

grow your audience. Set up your blog with a designer-made template and enjoy all the built-in

features.Integrated SEO ToolsDrive traffic to your blog with advanced SEO tools like AMP &

Schema and a personalized SEO plan to increase your visibility on search engines.Edit Text



and ImagesStyle and edit text and images directly from your posts. Use quotes or bullets, crop

photos, or apply filters. Then, adjust and align your content to get the look and feel you

want.Embed HTMLUse HTML code to add interactive content or external applications to your

blog posts. You can add music, maps, images, and text from your social media

pages.Categories & HashtagsAdd categories and hashtags so readers can find the content

they’re looking for. You can make categories that appear on your blog menu and create

hashtags for any blog post.Great Mobile ExperienceWrite fresh content for your blog using the

Wix mobile app. Customize your blog's layout on mobile so that it looks great on any

device.Add Multiple Writers & EditorsCollaborate with your blog team by adding contributing

writers and editors to your site. Your team can help manage your blog, write posts, share

content, and more.Schedule Blog PostsPublish blog posts at the optimal time. Write posts

when it's most convenient and schedule them to go live whenever you decide.Optional

Members AreaLet your community get to know each other and interact. Members can create

their own personalized profiles and check out each other’s profiles, posts, and

comments.Everything You Need to Establish Your BlogGet professional tools to create a

memorable online presence and gain your readers’ trust.Blog Name GeneratorUse the free to

find a unique blog name made just for you.Free Blog TemplatesStart with a and customize the

design of your blog any way you want.Custom Domain NameChoose a that makes it easy for

readers to find your blog.Free Web HostingGet secure and reliable when you publish your blog

on Wix.Promote Your BlogDraw more readers in with a set of professional marketing

tools.Share Your Content on Social MediaGet the word out about your blog by sharing your

posts on social media. Solidify yourself as an expert in your field. Add social links to your blog

to stay connected to your followers on all platforms.Engage Your Readers Through EmailsSend

automatic email notifications to let followers know when you publish a new post or feature

posts as a newsletter. With Wix Email Marketing you can select your favorite template and add

images and text to highlight your recent post.Understand Your Audience with Blog

AnalyticsUse our built-in analytics tool to see how many people visit your site, which blog posts

are most popular, and the number of shares each post gets. That way you can continue

improving your blog.Make Money from Your BlogExplore ways of generating a steady flow of

income from your blog.Display AdsPlace ads around your site with ad providers like Google

AdSense. Show visitors relevant ads and earn money based on the terms of the provider you

choose.Offer SubscriptionsGive visitors access to exclusive content and posts with

subscription plans. Customize your plan benefits and policies however you’d like.Sell

OnlineUse a Pay Button to sell items like e-books and merchandise hassle-free. You can also

set up a robust online store for a full eCommerce solution.DO PEOPLE STILL READ BLOGS?

The short answer is yes. People are still reading blogs till today and there are lots of people

doing so if I may add. This trend will likely remain so for a long time. There is no indication yet

that this trend is on the wane despite the rise of mobile communication.It’s been found that the

majority of internet users, do read blogs regularly. But then, we find that how people read blogs

is changing or that change is already complete. Talking about mobile devices. There is also the

length of time that is each reader spends reading a blog page. An average reader spends

about 37 seconds to 1 minute on a blog post. So, someone spends that short a time on a piece

of content, what then are they doing? It’s obvious, they are scanning your content for the

information that they need.This of course means that you have to change the way you create

and build your blog. Yes, it’s a bit more work, the upside is that the chaffs will fall through the

cracks leaving only the serious ones to thrive. The question is, are you one of the chaffs, or do

you have what it takes to succeed by building a blog?Your approach to building a blog that



stands the test of time, one that will draw in visitors should make sure that your content is

scannable. Remember that people these days have short attention spans. This book is not

about , it’s about how to use the platform and all the systems they have to create your

blog.This book has to do more with the technical aspect of creating a blog, although I will talk

briefly about how to make sure that people do read your blog once you have created it.Why

People Still Read Blogs TodayTo understand why people still read blogs today, we will have to

have a basic grasp of blogging history. Below, I give you the timeline of the early days of

blogging since 1993.1993: Blogging officially begins as web browsers are still young1994:

Justin Hall begins personal blogging1997: The term “Weblog” is coined and soon shortened to

“blog”1998: The first blogging platform (Open Diary) launches1999: Blogger and LiveJournal

launch (with Xanga soon following)2003: WordPress and TypePad are created2003: Google

buys Blogger and launches AdSense2004: “Blog” becomes the dictionary word of the

year2005: Vlogging (video blogging) emerges as YouTube launches2006: HuffPo and Buzzfeed

combine news and blogging2007: Microblogging becomes a trend (short-form content)2012:

Medium is founded (as a free blogging site)2016: WordPress launches the .blog domain

extension2021: There are now over 31.7 million bloggers in the U.S. aloneAt the end of the day,

the reason why people read at all is still basic. People are looking for information about what

they are interested in, products, services, problems they might have or simply to be informed

on various subjects.So, when you create a blog with Wix, you help people to get answers and

information they need or solve their problems.Let’s break these down a little bit more, shall we?

To find the answers to quick questions they haveTo learn a new skill by following along with an

in-depth guideTo watch a video tutorial that walks through completing a particular taskTo follow

along with the teachings of an expert or influencer within a particular nicheTo solicit advice on

a forum or in the comments section of a relevant blogTo get relevant news, information, or

updates on local happeningsTo connect with other like-minded individuals and participate in an

online communityTo decide whether or not they should buy a product or service they’re

consideringTo better understand how a new product or service they recently purchased

worksThose are just some of the reasons that people read blogs. So, long as people are still

on this earth, there will always be someone that you can teach, tell or explain something to and

you can do a good job of that with a blog and even better with a . With Wix Blog, you set

yourself up to provide high-quality information to your readers.A Brief History Of Blog

DesignNow, let’s talk a little bit about the history of blog design. As the internet evolved and

continued to expand in the possible data packages, images and videos started becoming more

common and design also gradually became more important. In the early days of the internet,

web pages consists of text that ran almost across the entire page from end to end, and back

then you hardly see any images. And when you do see one, it will be very small.One of the

earliest web pages that existed back was Links.net seen below.Blog design continued to evolve

from this simple design of the image above. Right about then, blogging platforms like

LiveJournal and Blogger came on the scene and they offered something a little bit advanced

from what we see above.This was a game-changer for people who have no coding skills to

start creating unique sites. LiveJornal in particular went a step further to introduce some

unique elements of design that are still being used today in website builders like Wix and

WordPress like the centered text in the picture below.In 2003, WordPress was launched with

open source code capabilities and design possibilities exploded. Now developers were able to

use the technology to build custom-made themes for websites. And those who have no coding

knowledge can customize these themes to their liking to make unique websites. 3 years later,

Wix was launched. This made it even easier to build websites faster.And Then Came



MobileThe mobile revolution also triggered responsive website design which is still raging

strong right now and getting better. In 2018, mobile traffic was responsible for more than 50%

of all internet traffic. Now, most keywords have higher traffic statistics on mobile searches

compared to desktop searchers. Websites created in the early and late 2000s don’t look good

when viewed on mobile now.Mobile has become something far more than most people

anticipated and some companies have even gone to the extent of creating separate mobile

sites for the business. Of course, they do have the money to maintain 2 websites with the same

information something that small businesses and individuals cannot afford.A much better

approach at least for small businesses and individual bloggers is a responsive design that

responds and changes and alters itself to fit the screen on the device it’s being viewed on.

Responsive took off in 2015 after Google announced that sites without this design capability

will be penalized on the SERPs. Now website builders like Wix have responsive design

capabilities built into their themes and products. A quick history of blog SEO (Search Engine

Optimization)This book will not be complete if I didn’t mention SEO. You simply cannot talk

about Blogging without talking about SEO. I have an entire book talking about . You should get

a copy, it takes you by the hand and walks you through setting up and managing your site’s

SEO on The Wix Platform with screen shots all the way.Now back to the history of blog

SEO(Search Engine Optimization). The very 1st Search Engine, and the internet was changed

forever! The idea of using keywords to search for products and services on the internet

exploded as well.For businesses to get found on the SERPs, they needed a way to add

keywords on the sites so that their business and services can be found online and frequently

updated Blogs became the natural way to do this.But of course, with this ease of getting

ranked on the SERPs, people started abusing it. Most business and individual bloggers started

to stuff their site pages with keywords way more than what is needed and the search engines

rewarded them. This went on for a while until Google noticed it and decided to do something

about it.SO, they started a long history of algorithm updates that are still going on till now. I

talked a little about it in my book . This exposed and punished all the spammers but rewarded

the honest and high-quality content producers.Blogs came to be very important to marketing

and that means you have to build high-quality blogs to have any impact on your business

bottom line. It’s been estimated that companies and businesses that blog receive 55% more

visitors than those that don’t blog. Those visitors are also higher quality; SEO leads get a

14.6% close rate, whereas outbound leads have a much lower closing rate of 1.7%.Blogging In

Recent YearsMediumFor a while, blogging continued to grow. It was a while before we started

seeing some innovation and change in the industry. This started in 2012 when Medium was

created. With Medium, content creators were offered a new and innovative way to get paid for

their content and remain competitive to this day. They started the subscription business model

and then later have this replaced with a partnership agreement. But this subscription remains a

core part of doing business in the digital age. And today just like , Medium is home to

thousands of blogs in different niches and industries with varying success levels.LinkedIn With

PulseThen came LinkedIn, the company introduced its blogging platform to a handful of its

users but later rolled it out to all its users in 2015.This is very important to sites with low web

traffic. These two platforms, Medium, and Pulse offer new entrants into the blogging space the

chance to reach many more readers than they would have otherwise been able to reach.You

can also see a similar strategy with social media companies that have similar symbiotic

relationships with content creators. So, a lot of businesses have social media presence that

allows them to share their content with the social media platforms and so able to reach many

more readers. Blogging Today And In The FutureToday, one can say that blogging is here to



stay and has more in the future to offer content creators. According to a recent estimate, there

are millions of blogs today on the internet and many more are launched every single day. Plus,

blogging is integral to B2B and B2C companies in their marketing. It’s been estimated that at

least 85% of B2C companies and 91% OF B2B companies use blogs as part of their content

marketing strategy.Why Do You Need A Blog In This Mobile Age?This question doesn’t really

merit an answer because it sounds kinda like duh! But let me try to shed some light on why you

or your business needs a blog. Just for starters, there are over people connected to the

internet. This alone is enough reason why you should start a blog. This number of people need

goods and services or simply to relax and have some fun. Depending on what your business

is, you are can service those needs.With your blog, you present yourself as an authority in your

niche and you build trust with your customers and as well as exposing your business to new

potential clients and customers.The Benefits of Blogging for BusinessA lot of business owners

ask if blogging is worth it in this day and age after starting their business.A short answer yes!

Ok, so let’s get to the details.1- Blogs help drive traffic to your website and businessEveryone

wants more traffic to their website, me included. So, you do all you possibly can to get as much

traffic as you can. So, if you think about the various ways that people find your site, you can

see areas you need to work on to drive more traffic.If someone types the name of your website

into their browser, they will get to your site. But this is for someone who already knows you and

your business. This of course doesn’t have any bearing on you getting more traffic but I think it

has some positive effects on generally.You could also pay for it. How? By buying an email list.

This, of course, has its ups and downs and if you don’t do it right, could put you in hot water

with law plus it’s an expensive approach. But totally fine if you are flush with cash.Alternatively,

you can pay for traffic by buying ad spaces on other sites or even on air like TV and radio. But

just keep in mind that the moment you stop paying for the ads, your traffic dries up as well. And

do I need to say that this too is expensive?So, how can you drive fresh new traffic to your site

day in day out for free (Well, not exactly free, nothing is, since you spend your time doing this)

and boost revenue? You can through blogging and simply work on optimizing your site for

search traffic.So, here is how that works.If you had just a site without the blog, you really don’t

update it often if at all. You have almost static pages of your products or services and they don’t

get updated that much except when you have new products.But with blogging, you get the

benefit of attracting search engine crawlers to your site every time you publish a new post. So,

for every page, you publish this means one more page for Google Search Engines to index and

that means one more opportunity for you to show up on the SERPs (Search Engine Result

Pages) This sends signals to Google and other search engines that your site is active and you

have fresh new contents often, this makes them check your site for new content they will

present to people searching for information.2- You can repurpose blog content for social

mediaWith blogging for your business, you also draw attention from the various social media

platforms. With each new piece of content, you are giving your site’s visitors a chance to share

it on the social networks Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, Pinterest — which helps expose your

business to a new audience that may not know you yet.This also serves a dual purpose. First,

you have new content on your site and second, you get new content for your social media

profile. You can drive traffic from social media to your site and vis vasa. Both are helping each

other grow and the search engines also take into your social media pages to push your site up

the SERPs.Of course, this is cheaper because you don’t have to spend the time and money to

create new content for your social media campaigns. Your blog can serve as your that

repository of content.You're strengthening your social reach with blog content and driving new

website visitors to your blog via your social channels. Quite a symbiotic relationship, if you ask



me.3. It helps convert traffic into leadsNow, with some traffic coming to your site through your

blog, you are in a better position to convert that traffic into leads and then into customers. As I

stated previously, with every blog post you publish, is one more page indexed and yet another

opportunity to generate leads.You do this easily by adding a lead generation call to action

button in blog posts and that’s it. You have to offer something to your sites’ visitors in the form

of free eBooks, guides, white papers, fact sheets, webinars, trials, or basically, any content

asset for which someone would be willing to exchange their information.Just be sure, if you are

not familiar with how traffic-to-lead conversions work, here are the steps involved:Visitor comes

to websiteVisitor sees call-to-action for a free offerVisitor clicks call-to-action and gets to a

landing page, which contains a form for them to fill in with their informationVisitor fills out the

form, submits information, and receives the free offerIn fact, every single blog post you publish

should have a call to action on it. You can place them either at the beginning of your blog

content, in the middle, or at the end of the content. Remember that you can split test each

position to see the one that gets the most impressions and click then you can stick with that

position.Note:Not all of you blog readers will become leads. And that’s ok too because no

website has a 100% conversion rate but you can come close. And that’s why you need to put

calls to action on every blog post to increase your chances of converting your traffic to leads.

And keep going, it takes a while to get the hang of things running your blog effectively and

efficiently.4. It sets your business up as an industry leaderThe basic idea of a blog is to provide

your site visitors with answers to their questions.It follows that if you can do this successfully

and consistently, you will be setting yourself up as the industry leader in your chosen niche.

You will become the go guy for all things and topics in your niche. And that is how you build a

brand.Just imagine the impact you will have on any of your customers when you send them an

educational blog post you wrote just to clear things up with them. That is a huge PR because

they can talk about the help and great experience they had with you and your business. You

effectively set yourself up to convert more leads and close more deals.Establishing authority

can be pretty powerful that you can use to measure sales and progress with your business.Just

think about it:If your site visitors find a blog post you have written that addresses all their

concerns and answers all their questions; they are more likely to trust you and will get into your

sales funnel.If you have been providing value to prospects that have been reading your blog

post, they have a better chance of taking you up on your offer and entering your sales funnel

with more knowledge of your products and services, your place in the market, and your

industry. The sales conversation will likely be more productive than one that you are conducting

with someone who is just coming in contact with your business.When you have archives of well-

written and documented blog posts with answers and explanations, this makes it easier for

your sales personnel to present to prospects who may have specific questions about your

products and services. It not only builds trust in the salesperson but also helps to move the

sales conversation along faster to closing a deal or a sale.5. Blogging helps with link

buildingSometimes overlooked aspect of blogging is its ability to help with link building.

Backlinks are considered to be the 3rd most crucial factor in search engine optimization by

industry experts. And rightly so, inbound links or backlinks are among the over 200 ranking

factors that Google algorithms consider when ranking a site on its search engine result

page.According to of SEO experts, generating inbound links is very important but it’s also the

most challenging part of search optimization activities on your website.Articles you create on

your website are not only important to your potential customers but are also valuable to other

companies that your audience sees as industry leaders in your niche. This opens up the

opportunity to gain backlinks easily.Links are very important and they are a vote of confidence



from other sites that they recommend you. This is a positive signal to the search engines that

you are a trusted source and expert.One thing about building high-quality backlinks is that they

help you establish your domain authority in the eyes of the search engines which boost your

sites’ rankings on the SERPs.6. It drives long-term resultsBacklinks have an added effect that

they keep on giving benefits to your site long after you have acquired them.Here is what I

mean, say you sit down on a Sunday afternoon and write a 2000 word blog post and you

publish it on your site. In the next couple of days since it’s a fresh new post, Google picks it up

and you start getting traffic. Not only that, you get picked up on social media and your friends

and family share the post and it gets even more eyeballs.At the end of the month, the

excitement seems to have died down, and take analyze your traffic for the month. You see that

you had 200 page views and you earned for your business 20 new leads. These are leads that

you can market to again and again.But that’s not where the story ends. For the next coming

days, weeks, months, and years, for as long as your business still exists and the internet is still

here, that one blog post will keep attracting more and more visitors. In fact, the older the post

gets, the better it ranks on the SERPs and the more traffic it gets.With a typical good post, the

traffic looks more like this:Source:This goes to show you that the effort you put in today to write

a really good blog post will keep on attracting traffic and leads into the future. You could be on

holiday somewhere in South East Asia and that blog post keeps on bringing you leads and

making you money.One other thing that most newbies don’t realize from the start is when you

get a winner in your hands, you have the opportunity to monetize that blog post in several

ways. With a business model such as , you can generate an income from blogging on just

about any topic — skincare and beauty to camping, motorcycles, and hiking.The internet is

filled with many different varieties of affiliate marketing that you can choose from and generate

income from by referring people to relevant products and services.The old-timers in the

blogging industry will testify that most of their traffic, leads, and sales come from old blog

posts. These types of posts are called “compounding posts”. Not every blog post will fit into

this category, but the more evergreen blog posts you write, the more likely it is that you'll land

on one of those compounding blog posts.This shows just how scalable blogging for your

business can be. Yes, you might see immediate results but over time, the effects keep

compounding, and if there is any slight change in your industry in your favor then you can cash

in on that surge of extra traffic without any additional resource investment — the work to

generate that traffic and those leads are already done.7. It helps you share company newsAnd

yet another benefit is that blogs help you communicate your company news to your customers

especially if you have any promotions, perks, and giveaways. Even when you have some much-

needed upgrade to your products or services, one that you know your visitors have been

asking for then your blog will help to make these clear to you visitors.Here are a couple more

reasons why you should have a blog:Have you hired a new content marketing manager? Share

it on your blog.Interviewed online marketing and industry experts? Post it on your blog.Have a

brilliant case study that showcases how your products and services help customers? Tell your

audience about it on your blog.Are you hosting a local fair or trade show? Drum up attention for

the even through your blog.Not only does sharing company news on your blog humanize your

brand, but it also helps your audience see that you’re not always about selling.8- Great for

building long tail and driving trafficVisibility is crucial for businesses. Simply put, the blog pages

you publish, the more eyeballs you attract to your business website. It’s also good to note that if

you do your well, you will have more longtail keywords on your site and hence more

traffic.Blogs give you the perfect platform to boost your SEO strategy and help establish your

site and business on the SERPs.9- It helps with internal linkingInternal linking is one of



Google's ranking metrics. With lots of blog pages published, you have the opportunity to

interlink all the blogs that are related and reference each other. This not only helps the search

algorithms to find and index relevant pages on your site but also helps your site visitors find

related content on your site. This in turn increases page views and helps your rankings as

well.Internal linking is completely within your control unlike inbound linking, so there is no

reason why you shouldn’t use it effectively.10- Get feedback from your customersVery good

business practice is to give your customers the information they need and answer their

quarries. But it mustn’t stop there, good communication is a back and forth action, so with your

blog, you talk to your customers and they talk to you too. This way you know how they are

perceiving your products and services allowing you to make better decisions in the future.With

a more relatable tone and an interactive platform, you can encourage feedback and discussion

in the comment sections of your blogs.11- It’s much easier to get social exposure with blog

articlesWhen you write and publish blog content, you increase the chances of your content

being picked up and shared on various social media channels. If you are really good, your blog

post could go viral and you will have the biggest surge of traffic to your business.An added

benefit is that you don’t have to come up with fresh new content anytime you want to post on

social media, you simply repurpose your blog contents.Blogging DefinedNow that we got those

2 questions (Do people still read blogs and Why do you need a blog in this mobile age?) out of

the way; let’s now talk about what Blogs are and what they are not.What is a blog?Now,

remember I talked about how blogging started and its link to SEO.“A blog (a shortened version

of “weblog”) is an online journal or informational website displaying information in reverse

chronological order, with the latest posts appearing first, at the top. It is a platform where a

writer or a group of writers share their views on an individual subject.”Every day, the number of

bloggers on the internet keeps increasing. In the United States alone, there are over 37.7

Million according to Finance Online. And Mediakix estimates 440 million blogs in the

world.What is the purpose of a blog?I have talked extensively about why and the purpose of

blogs and blogging for business or having a personal blog in the previous chapter. But here is a

break of all the points discussed again.Running a business, you will depend on your blog to

help you with attracting new customers and keeping repeat customers happy and satisfied.

This makes you and your business searchable and competitive.  
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Fifi_18, “Thorough how-to's. Are there still benefits to creating a blog? Yes there are as this

book will tell you. Creating a blog can attract audience and those audience can later be turned

into customers or partners. Blogs are created to help drive traffic to your website. And before

you ask it, the answer is yes - people still read blogs, about 77% of them.There are a lot of

website builder but why did the author picked Wix? Wix not only has the best SEO but it has

the best blogging features among all website builders. This book contains the technical aspect

of building a website. It will answer the how-to's of website building from adding and setting up

your Wix blog up to how to monetize it. You won't have to outsource your blog creation.I was

not thrilled to read the book in the beginning because the blurb is actually the introduction for

this book. But this book's how-to is thorough and it has great content that can really help you in

building your blog.”

Sean Dollwet, “Handy tool. It not only offers a comprehensive set for novices and different

pricing options, but it also digs into more technical concerns. This book will teach you

everything you need to know about Wix and logo design while also answering all queries you

might have. It includes step-by-step instructions and valuable information on how to operate

this program. I've genuinely never had such a detailed step-by-step procedure for anything so

technical. If you follow the steps in this book, I don't think you can go mistaken. This is the most

comprehensive Wix guide for you!”

Em Love, “Excellent info!. This book got my attention because...it's not about wordpress...and

I've been wanting to explore different blogging and website building tools, so thought about

wix.Very happy I found this book! It's step-by-step and very well-organized.Please note, to

make your learning experience more complete, you may have to buy other books by this

author. However, it may be a way better investment than an overpriced course, so...makes

sense to me!”

Silvie, “Great book. I find this book very helpful. It teaches you how to drive organic traffic to

your website with your blogs. It also shows you how to do wix website yourself, without



spending any money. This is a good step by step guide.”

Cortez Ranieri, “Fantastic Book For New and Experienced Bloggers!. This book was really well

laid out and included plenty of photos to better help the reader start a blog with Wix. I'd

recommend this read to anyone interested in a started a Wix blog.”

William Novack, “Thorough. Good nuts and bolts guide to WIX blogging. Thorough from start to

finish. Also, some good practical information for those getting started on any platform.”

Bestselling author Lisa Daily, “Great reference for both new & experienced bloggers. This book

is a fantastic tutorial on how to set up and get the most out of your Wix blog. It’s a really great

resource for the creative professional, no matter how tech-savvy you are. (If you’re me, not

very.) It’s extremely well-researched and the pictures show you EXACTLY what you need to be

doing, which is super helpful. Highly recommended. The one drawback was that the link to the

free PDF resources didn’t seem to work, so hopefully, the author can update that.”

Venus, “extremely helpful. Just like the others I’ve read in this series, this book is so thorough I

feel like it should be a $500 course that you take online. The screenshots are helpful interact

and everything is a step-by-step that even a monkey could figure out.”

The book by Patrick  Ejeke has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 9 people have provided feedback.

1993: Blogging officially begins as web browsers are still young 1994: Justin Hall begins

personal blogging 1997: The term “Weblog” is coined and soon shortened to “blog” 1998: The

first blogging platform (Open Diary) launches 1999: Blogger and LiveJournal launch (with

Xanga soon following) 2003: WordPress and TypePad are created 2003: Google buys Blogger

and launches AdSense 2004: “Blog” becomes the dictionary word of the year 2005: Vlogging

(video blogging) emerges as YouTube launches 2006: HuffPo and Buzzfeed combine news and

blogging 2007: Microblogging becomes a trend (short-form content) 2012: Medium is founded

(as a free blogging site) 2016: WordPress launches the .blog domain extension 2021: There

are now over 31.7 million bloggers in the U.S. alone To find the answers to quick questions they

have To learn a new skill by following along with an in-depth guide To watch a video tutorial

that walks through completing a particular task To follow along with the teachings of an expert

or influencer within a particular niche To solicit advice on a forum or in the comments section of

a relevant blog To get relevant news, information, or updates on local happenings To connect

with other like-minded individuals and participate in an online community To decide whether or

not they should buy a product or service they’re considering To better understand how a new

product or service they recently purchased works
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